
V. B. Negi 
Registrar 

Speed Post/E-mail 
 

No.: IG/SED/Ex-I/BLIS-Pract/06/23 

                               Dated: 16.05.2023 

 

Subject: Conduct of BLIS Term-end Practical Exam – June, 2023. 
 

Dear Sir/Madam 
 

You are aware that large number of Study Centre/Exam Centres have been activated for BLIS programme.  
However, it is not possible to conduct the BLIS practical examination at all the exam centres.  
 

It has been decided to club some of the exam centres with the other exam centres, where the relevant books 
are available for conducting the BLIS term-end practical examination. Accordingly, a list of such clubbed 

exam centres and the centres where the practical exams would be conducted is given below. 
 

The candidates may therefore contact those exam centres where the practical exam will be held as per the 

table given below to know the relevant particulars like the date, time & batch etc. The Exam Centre Supdt., 
where the practical exams will be held, shall prepare the batch-wise particulars and also intimate those 

exam centres  which are clubbed with the centre (see below) as mentioned against each in the table for the 

information of the candidates appearing in the theory papers.  
 

Necessary instructions may therefore please be issued to students and all the Exam Centres in your 

region and also may display the same on the notice in a prominent place.  You are requested to 

write/inform all the Exam Centres to be announced in the exam hall about the BLIS practical exam, 

so that no candidate is suffered for lack of communication and the BLIS practical examinations can 

be conducted smoothly. 

 

S.No. 

Exam Centres  

where practicals  

will be held 

Course  

Code 

The centres clubbed  

under this Exam Centre 

No. of students  

taking the  

practical exam 

1 2503 BLIE-227 2502, 2504, 40032, 43078 7 

 

With regards,  

              Yours sincerely, 

  

 

                                     (V. B. Negi) 
Regional Director 

IGNOU Regional Centre, 

Sikkandar Chavadi 

Alanganallur Road 

Madurai - 625018 

Tamil Nadu 
 


